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Abstract
We present an algorithm to solve the frequency assignment problem for mobile cellular systems
and radio and television broadcasting. Frequencies must be assigned to transmitters in order to
meet interference requirements so that the overall signal=noise ratio is satisfactory. The basic
scheme is an exact enumerative method provided with -xing criteria to reduce the size of
the instances. Larger instances are solved by applying the algorithm to suitable subinstances,
eventually extending the solutions found. We were able to solve large real-life instances arising
in radio broadcasting and mobile cellular systems. Computational results outperform previous
results reported in the literature.
? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The radio spectrum is a limited resource; moreover, the demand for frequencies has
grown very fast in the last decades. Thus, it is crucial to develop e5ective ways of
managing this scarce resource. The frequency assignment problem (FAP) is the problem
of e7ciently assigning a limited number of radio frequencies to the transmitters of a
network in such a way that interference requirements are satis-ed. This sort of problems
arise in telecommunication systems, such as mobile telephone and radio and television
broadcasting. Let T be the set of transmitters and let Ai ⊆ {1; : : : ; k} be the set of
available frequencies of transmitter i, for all i∈T . Ai is called the frequency domain
of transmitter i. A frequency assignment is a vector x∈Z |T |+ , such that xi ∈Ai, for
i = 1; : : : ; |T |. Distance requirements due to pairwise interference are represented by a
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symmetric integer square matrix D of size |T | × |T |. D is called the distance matrix.
In what follows, [D]ij will be denoted by dij. In order to reduce to zero pairwise
interference we must have
|xi − xj|¿dij; ∀i; j∈T: (1)
An assignment satisfying (1) is called a feasible assignment.
In many applications we must take into account the so-called cumulative interference,
i.e. the e5ect of the simultaneous interference of all transmitters versus a single one. The
pairwise interference between transmitters is described by a matrix Q, where the entry
[Q]ij = qij represents the noise=signal ratio in i∈T when i∈T and j∈T use the same
frequency. Due to asymmetries in the propagation of the signal, Q is not necessarily
symmetric. In general, the value of the interference produced by j in i depends on the
quantity |xi − xj|, by the inverse of the factor NFD|xi−xj|, with NFD0 = 1. NFD1 is
called the net 7lter discriminator. Finally, the cumulative interference in transmitter i
(denoted by i) is
i =
∑
j∈T
1
NFD|xi−xj|
qij: (2)
In practice, NFDr is very large for all r ¿ 1, and so (2) becomes
i =
∑
j : xj=xi
qij +
∑
j : |xj−xi|=1
1
NFD1
qij: (3)
Several objective functions can be considered: one can wish to minimize the number
of di5erent frequencies or the maximum frequency assigned, or the maximum cumula-
tive interference in each transmitter. Typically, the last two objectives are transformed
into feasibility problems of the form: does there exist a feasible assignment such that
(i) i6 D for all i∈T , and (ii) the maximum frequency assigned is not greater than
fMAX?
Requirement (i) can be expressed by the following constraint:
i =
∑
j : xj=xi
qij +
∑
j : |xj−xi|=1
1
NFD1
qij6 D; ∀i∈T (4)
while requirement (ii) is obtained by letting Ai ⊆ {1; 2; : : : ; fMAX}.
In the following, we denote by FAP1 the problem of minimizing the largest fre-
quency assigned, s.t. constraints of type (1) are satis-ed, while we denote by FAP2
the problem of -nding a feasible solution s.t. constraints of types (1) and (4) are satis-
-ed. Let P be an instance of FAP1. The di5erence between the largest and the smallest
frequency in an optimum assignment of P will be denoted by Span(P). If P is an in-
stance of graph coloring, and G is the corresponding graph, then Span(P) = (G)− 1.
In the basic model, a single frequency must be assigned to each transmitter; however,
in many applications we must assign wi ∈Z+ di5erent frequencies to each transmitter
i. Due to self-interference, distinct frequencies assigned to the same transmitter i must
satisfy a distance requirement dii.
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Examples of multiple frequency assignment are mobile radio systems, where each
transmitter is a single antenna called cell, and the demand of frequencies of each cell
is equal to the maximum number of simultaneous calls to be served; the distance re-
quirement between frequencies assigned to the same cell is called co-cell constraint.
In addition, more antennas can be mounted on a same physical support and the corre-
sponding cells are grouped into a cluster called site. Frequencies assigned to di5erent
cells belonging to the same site must also satisfy a distance requirement, the so-called
co-site constraint.
The basic model can still be applied to handle multiple frequency demand. This
is obtained by splitting a transmitter i into wi “twin” transmitters, each one hav-
ing unit demand, and generating co-cell constraints of type (1) for each pair of
twins. All other constraints involving cell i will be replicated for each of the twin
transmitters.
Due to its theoretical and practical relevance, FAP has been widely approached in the
literature. A systematic, graph theoretical approach has been developed
in [11].
FAP is a generalization of the well-known graph-coloring problem (see, for exam-
ple, [11]), and thus it is an NP-hard problem. For this reason, many authors concen-
trated their e5orts in developing heuristics to -nd feasible solutions. In particular, Tabu
Search, Simulated Annealing, Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms have been ap-
plied in [2–6,15,17]. Ad hoc heuristics are presented in [14,16]. A comparison among
several heuristic approaches can be found in [12]. Lower bounds based on di5erent
relaxations are presented in [8,13,19]. All of these works deal with FAP without cumu-
lative interference (FAP1). Branch-and-cut methods are presented in [1] (FAP1) and
[7] (FAP2).
In principle, implicit enumeration schemes such as branch-and-cut and branch-and-
bound are able to answer the question as to whether a given instance is feasible or
not. However, it is common experience that the bounds computed are of little help in
answering the feasibility question, despite the huge computational e5ort necessary to
solve a linear relaxation in each node of the enumeration tree. In this paper, we develop
an implicit enumeration method—alternative to branch-and-cut or branch-and-bound—
which quickly explores a large number of alternatives and is able to -nd, at an early
stage, a feasible solution. In addition, the proposed method is also able to prove the
infeasibility of real life instances quite e7ciently. Speed in the enumeration process is
obtained by renouncing solving linear relaxations at each subproblem. E5ective branch-
ing criteria, which do not make use of the fractional components of the optimal solution
of the relaxed problem, are developed. In addition, pre-processing and -xing are used
to reduce the size of the instances, while restricted backtracking is used to reduce the
size of the enumeration tree. For the largest instances, feasible solutions are found by
solving suitable subinstances and by extending the solutions so obtained.
Our algorithm has been tested on real-life instances of both FAP1 and FAP2. For
FAP1, we were able to -nd a feasible solution and prove its optimality for instances
up to 857 transmitters. For FAP2, we were able to solve all instances presented in [7]
except for one, outperforming the results reported in [7], both in terms of running time
and quality of the solutions found.
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2. Enumeration scheme
Our goal is to solve the following feasibility problem: -nd an assignment of frequen-
cies to transmitters so that (i) only available frequencies are assigned, (ii) all distance
constraints are satis-ed and (iii) the cumulative interference in each transmitter is at
most D.
In the sequel, an instance of FAP will be denoted by P=(T;A; D; Q; D;W; x), where
T is the transmitter set, A={Ai: i∈T} is the family of feasible frequency domains, D
the distance matrix ([D]ij=dij), Q the interference matrix ([Q]ij=qij), D the maximum
cumulative interference allowed in each transmitter, W the set of assigned transmitters
and x∈Z |T |+ the current solution (for i∈T −W , xi is unde-ned). When P represents
a problem of type FAP1, matrix Q is the null matrix. When W and x are irrelevant,
we adopt the simpli-ed notation P = (T;A; D; Q; D).
When a frequency Df is assigned to a transmitter i, the feasible domains Aj for
all j∈T − i must be modi-ed by removing from Aj all frequencies f∈Aj such that
f¡ Df + dij and f¿ Df − dij. In fact, such frequencies cannot be assigned without
violating a constraint of type (1). We denote by A(i; Df) the family of feasible domains
so obtained.
Our enumeration scheme is summarized by the following recursive procedure, de-
noted by BBfreq. A few subroutines are included in the scheme. In particular, Proce-
dures Choose t and Choose f select an active transmitter and a frequency in its current
domain, respectively, by applying the branching rules described in the sequel. Proce-
dure Remove f removes from the domain of the selected transmitter all frequencies
whose assignment violates (4).
The input of BBfreq is an instance P of FAP and the constant MAXTIME, which
is the available processing time. The output is a frequency assignment x, and two
boolean variables, namely FEASIBLE and TIMEOFF. If the algorithm terminates with
TIMEOFF = true, then the enumeration was not completed within the time limits.
Otherwise, the enumeration has been completed and FEASIBLE is true i5 P is feasible:
in this case, x is a feasible assignment.
Procedure: BBfreq.
Input: An instance P = (T;A; D; Q; D;W; x) of FAP, MAXTIME.
Output: x, FEASIBLE and TIMEOFF.
1. If W = T
1.1 FEASIBLE = true
1.2 return
EndIf
2. FEASIBLE = false
3. If Aj = ∅ for some j∈T −W return
4. i = Choose t(T −W;A; D).
5. Remove f(W;Q; D; x; i; Ai)
6. While (Ai 
= ∅) and (FEASIBLE = false) and (TIMEOFF = false)
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7. Df = Choose f(Ai;W; I; D; x).
8. Ai = Ai − Df. W =W ∪ {i}. xi = Df.
9. BBfreq(T;A(i; Df); D; Q; D;W; x)
EndWhile
10. return
Procedure Choose t selects a transmitter to be assigned. We denote by d(i; Z) the
quantity
∑
j∈Z dij. We compared the following three di5erent criteria:
(b1) i = argmax
z∈T−W
d(z; T −W )=|Az|;
(b2) i = argmax
z∈T−W
d(z; T −W );
(b3) i = argmin
z∈T−W
|Az|:
Criteria (b2) and (b3) can be considered as generalizations of the maximum degree
branching criterion (b2) and the minimum saturation degree criterion (b3) for the graph
coloring problem (see [18]).
Extensive testing led us to prefer (b1) for FAP1 and (b3) for FAP2; in the latter
case, ties are broken by (b2).
Procedure Choose f selects a frequency in the current frequency domain of the se-
lected transmitter i. When assigning a frequency to an unassigned transmitter, the cumu-
lative interference in all assigned transmitters will grow according to (3) are satis-ed.
Let j(f) be the cumulative interference at the current iteration for all j∈W ∪ {i}
when xi = f. Then, we assign to i the lowest frequency Df such that
(b4) j( Df)6 " D; ∀j∈W ∪ {i}; (5)
where " is a given parameter with 06 "6 1. Observe that " = 1 corresponds to
choosing the lowest available frequency. If none of the frequencies in Ai satis-es (5),
then we assign to i a frequency minimizing the largest cumulative interference. When
Q is the null matrix (FAP1), our branching criterion corresponds to selecting the lowest
frequency in the domain.
2.1. Restricted backtracking
Procedure BBfreq can be viewed as performing a depth--rst-search (dfs) on a
branching tree G=(N; A): each node u∈N corresponds to a subproblem P and the chil-
dren u1; : : : ; ur of u correspond to the r subproblems obtained from P by selecting an
active transmitter and assigning to it the frequencies f1; : : : ; fr of its domain (ordered
by the branching criterion). When the size of the instances increases, the number of
nodes in the branching tree can grow very large, and the time needed to explore it can
easily exceed prescribed limits. In this case, we need to limit the search by renouncing
to perform a complete visit of the branching tree. This is obtained in the following
way. Let v1; v2; : : : ; v|N | be the unique ordering of the nodes of G corresponding to the
dfs, that is t ¿ s i5 vt is visited after vs. Clearly, v1 is the root of G and corresponds
to the initial problem. We denote by depth(z), z ∈N , the length of the unique path
from v1 to z in G.
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Table 1
Instances solved by restricted backtracking
Name Size Nodes Time dB
a14 470 13524 49.64 13
b13 536 165080 682.12 12
c16 486 39580 147.92 11
d14 525 22767 125.53 15
R7 857 21080 95.73 ∗
T6 350 187051 1681.90 ∗
Restricted backtracking consists of visiting only a subtree G′=(N ′; A′) of G: again,
if vt ; vs ∈N ′ and t ¿ s, then vt is visited after vs. Let vp ∈N , let k be a non-negative
integer and let l be the minimum index such that l¿p and depth(vl)6 k. G′ is said
to be obtained from G by a k-jump in vp i5 N ′=N−{vp+1; : : : ; vl−1}. The node vl ∈N ′
is the 7nal node of the k-jump. Informally, we can say that the dfs is interrupted at
node vp and restarted at node vl.
Our branching tree G′ is obtained from G by performing a sequence of m consecutive
k-jumps. If we denote by vf(i) the -nal node of the ith k-jump, we have f(i)¡f(i+1),
for i= 1; : : : ; m− 1. In the following, vf(0) = v1. The dimension of G′ is controlled by
the assumption that exactly a nodes must be visited between two consecutive k-jumps,
namely that |{vj ∈N ′: f(i)6 j6f(i+1)}|=a for i=0; : : : ; m−1, where a is a given
parameter.
Restricted backtracking is embodied in our solution method in the following way:
Procedure BBfreq is -rst called on the initial problem with no restricted backtracking;
if no solution is found within the time limits a second call to Procedure BBfreq is made
with restricted backtracking. A number of instances solved by restricted backtracking
are shown in Table 1 (all instances will be described in detail in Section 5). For all
problems, k = 2 and a= 1000. The dB column reports the quality of the signal=noise
ratio; a star denotes that we are dealing with an instance of FAP1 (no cumulative
interference). The instances of FAP1 reported in the table are solved more e7ciently
by applying the technique described in Section 4.
Di5erent approaches to restricted backtracking have been used for example in
[9,10].
3. Fixing
Fixing is a technique to reduce the size of instances of optimization problems. This
is of great importance in order to reduce the computational e5ort of the algorithm, and
it is crucial for solving the largest instances. In this paper, we present two types of
-xing for FAP: frequency -xing and transmitter -xing.
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3.1. Frequency 7xing
This type of -xing allows us to reduce the number of available frequencies in the
frequency domains. Let P = (T;A; D; Q; D) be an instance of FAP. Let i; j∈T and
let Ai and Aj be the corresponding frequency domains. Let f1 = minf∈Aj f and let
f2 =maxf∈Aj . Let Df∈Ai. We say that Df covers Aj i5 Df−dij ¡f1 and Df+dij ¿f2.
Clearly, if Df covers Aj, then Aj is empty in A(i; Df), i.e. the assignment of frequency
Df to transmitter i is infeasible. Thus, we can generate from P a new problem P′ by
removing frequency Df from Ai: P′ is such that (i) if P has a feasible solution, then
P′ has a feasible solution; (ii) if P is infeasible then P′ is infeasible. Obviously, a
feasible assignment of P′ is also a feasible assignment of P, so we can solve P′ to
-nd a solution for P.
In the following we report the scheme of our -xing algorithm, denoted by Fix f.
The input is a set of transmitters T , a family of frequency domains A and the distance
matrix D. It returns as output a reduced family of frequency domains A′.
Procedure: Fix f.
Input: T;A; D.
Output: A (reduced) family A′.
0. A′ =A. REDUCED = true.
1. While (REDUCED = true)
2. REDUCED = false
3. for i∈T and f∈A′i
4. for j∈T − i
5. f1 = min{f: f∈A′j}
6. f2 = max{f: f∈A′j}
7. If (f − dij ¡f1) and (f + dij ¿f2)
8. A′i = A
′
i − f.
9. REDUCED = true
EndIf
EndFor
EndFor
EndWhile
10. return
A naive implementation of the above procedure leads to a worst-case complexity
O(f2MAX|T |3). Procedure BBfreq can be easily amended to include frequency -xing.
This is done by the insertion of the following Step 0:
0. Fix f(T −W;A; D)
Table 2 shows the e5ectiveness of frequency -xing both in terms of time and number
of subproblems in the search tree, when solving three di5erent instances of FAP1 from
our test set. For problem T5, -xing is essential to avoid exceeding time limits.
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Table 2
E5ects of frequency -xing
Fixing No -xing
Name Size Time Prob. Time Prob.
T3 45 27.76 23,501 57.27 54,958
T4 100 63.46 28,625 236.50 92,752
T5 200 686 141,115 ∗ ∗
What described above allows us to -x “out” frequencies from the frequency domains.
Another type of -xing, which can be used only when solving instances of FAP1, can
be applied to the transmitter set.
3.2. Transmitter 7xing
Consider again two transmitters, i; j∈T , and let Ai be the frequency domain of
transmitter i. Suppose now we assign to j a frequency Df. Every frequency in the set
Ai ∩ { Df − dij + 1; : : : ; Df + dij − 1} will be forbidden for i (due to (1)), and must
be removed from Ai. So, if we assign a frequency to transmitter j, we have that the
maximum number of distinct frequencies which will be removed from Ai is 2dij − 1.
That is, the maximum number of frequencies which will be removed from Ai when
all j∈T − i are assigned is *(i; T ) =∑j∈T−i(2dij − 1). If *(i; T )¡ |Ai| then any
feasible assignment to all other transmitters will leave an assignable frequency in the
domain Ai. This implies (when cumulative interference is not involved) that transmitter
i can be assigned (one of its residual frequencies) after all other transmitters have been
independently assigned. This allows us to generate a new instance P′ obtained from P
by removing i from the set T . Again, if P has a feasible solution, so does P′; if P is
infeasible, P′ is infeasible. A solution of P can be obtained from a solution of P′ by
assigning to i a frequency which does not violate (1).
The following procedure Fix t requires in input a set of transmitters T , a family of
frequency domains A and the distance matrix D. It returns as output a (reduced) set
of transmitters T ′ ⊆ T .
Procedure: Fix t.
Input: T;A; D.
Output: A (reduced) transmitter set T ′
1. While there exists i∈T ′ such that *(i; T ′)¡ |Ai|
2. T ′ = T ′ − i.
EndWhile
The worst-case complexity of the above procedure is O(|T |3). This type of -xing
can be applied at any node of the branching tree. However, there is a trade-o5 be-
tween the time saving due to the reduction of the size of the subproblems and the
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time increase due to the additional call to Fix t. Computational experience showed
that it is convenient to apply transmitter -xing only in the pre-processing stage, i.e.
at depth 0 of the branching tree. Transmitter -xing has been applied successfully
to reduce large instances of FAP1. In particular, we were able to reduce the size
of S7 from 857 transmitters to 548 and the size of T7 from 857 transmitters
to 626.
4. Core search
Let P=(T; A; D; Q; D) be an instance of FAP and let T ′ ⊆ T . We denote by P[T ′]=
(T ′;A′; D′; Q′; D
′
) an instance of FAP obtained from P in the following way:
• A′ = {Ai ∈A : i∈T ′}.
• D′ is a |T ′| × |T ′| matrix with [D′]ij = dij, for i∈T ′, j∈T ′.
• Q′ is a |T ′| × |T ′| matrix with [Q′]ij = qij, for i∈T ′, j∈T ′.
• D′ = D.
P′ = P[T ′] is said to be an induced subinstance of P.
Extensive testing on real-life problems showed that most of large-size instances con-
tain an induced subinstance of much smaller size which is feasible i5 the original
problem is. In other words, the minimum bandwidth (i.e. the span) necessary for a
feasible assignment is the same for the two problems. Typically, these subinstances
correspond to densely populated geographical areas.
Let P be an instance of FAP and let T be its transmitter set. In the following, we
denote by core any subinstance P′ = P[T ′] of P such that Span(P′) = Span(P) while
all induced subinstances of P′ have smaller span.
If such a subinstance can be identi-ed and it is small enough to be solved without
exceeding time limits by Procedure BBfreq with no-restricted backtracking, then its
solution provides us with (i) a proof of the infeasibility of the whole problem (if the
core is infeasible) or (ii) a partial solution which can sometimes be extended to a
solution of the whole problem.
The problem of -nding a core P′ of P is NP-hard. This can be easily shown by a
reduction from graph coloring. In fact, consider the special case when P is an instance
of graph coloring and let G be the corresponding graph. If we are able to identify
in polynomial time a minimal-induced subgraph G′ such that (G′) = (G), then it is
possible to compute in polynomial time the chromatic number of G. In fact, let v be
any vertex of G′: since G′ is minimal, (G′ − v) = (G′)− 1 = (G)− 1. The thesis
follows by induction.
Due to this, we content ourselves with heuristically searching for a di7cult sub-
problem, small enough to be solved exactly by Procedure BBfreq, but large enough to
represent the hardness of the original problem. Similar approaches have been followed,
both in coloring and FAP, for example, in [9,18,20]. The relevance of this approach
is stressed in the paper by Sewell [18], where an exact (potentially) exponential–time
algorithm, is used to -nd an initial subinstance.
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First of all, we need a procedure to identify hard subinstances. Next procedure selects
a subinstance of P of size subsize, where the size is the number of transmitters in the
subinstance. Subinstances are completely identi-ed by their set of active transmitters
T ′. Remind that we denote by d(i; Z) the quantity
∑
j∈Z dij.
Procedure: FindSub.
Input: An instance P of FAP, subsize.
Output: A subset T ′ of the transmitter set.
1. Set T ′ = ∅.
2. While |T ′|¡subsize
3. If |T ′|= 0
3.1 i = argmaxz∈T d(z; T ).
4. Else
4.1 i = argmaxz∈T−T ′ d(z; T ′).
EndIf
5. T ′ = T ′ ∪ {i}.
EndWhile
The selection rule in Step 4.1 intends to identify a subinstance which is highly con-
nected and such that the sum of the entries in the distance matrix is as large as possible.
The selection rule at Step 3.1 selects the -rst transmitter which is the one of maximum
weighting degree (ties are broken randomly).
The proposed algorithm is summarized by Procedure SolveFap. The input is an in-
stance of FAP, and three constants, MAXTIME1, MAXTIME2, and INC. MAXTIME1
is the maximum available time for each execution of Procedure BBfreq at Step 2, while
MAXTIME2 is the maximum available time for each execution of Procedure BBfreq
at Step 7. We typically choose MAXTIME1MAXTIME2. INC is used to increment
the size of the current subinstance at Step 9. The output is as for Procedure BBfreq.
The body of the algorithm is embodied in a loop which terminates when the problem
is solved (feasible or infeasible), or the time limits are exceeded. At each iteration,
a subinstance SUBP of size subsize is re-computed (Step 1). If the time limits are
not exceeded, we try to extend the solution found. This is done by generating a new
problem DP obtained from the original one P by removing the assigned transmitters and
by updating the frequency domains of the remaining transmitters to take into account
the pre-assignments.
Procedure: SolveFap.
Input: An instance P of FAP, MAXTIME1, MAXTIME2, INC.
Output: An assignment x for P, FEASIBLE, TIMEOFF.
0. subsize = INC
1. FindSub(P; subsize)
2. BBfreq(SUBP;MAXTIME1).
3. If TIMEOFF = true return
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Table 3
E5ects of application of core search
Name Size Time Prob. Freq Feas Subinst.
T4 100 21.51 16,121 16 Yes 0
T4 100 20.65 32,738 16 Yes 6
4. If FEASIBLE = false return
5. If subsize = |T | return.
6. Generate DP.
7. BBfreq( DP;MAXTIME2)
8. If (TIMEOFF = true) or (FEASIBLE = false)
9. subsize = subsize + INC
10. Goto Step 1
EndIf
Searching and solving “hard” subinstances has been crucial both in proving feasi-
bility as well as infeasibility of large instances of FAP1 as it will be shown in the
next section. However, also when the problem is solved within time limits by direct
application of Procedure BBfreq, we can still have savings in time and number of
problems of the branching tree by applying Procedure SolveFap.
In Table 3 we show the e5ect of applying core search to a feasible instance. Column
subinst. reports the number of subinstances computed and solved by SolveFap. Observe
that, even though the number of problems in the branching tree increases, the overall
time decreases. This is a consequence of the fact that the average size of the problems
solved by Procedure SolveFap is smaller.
5. Computational experience
The algorithm has been implemented in C, and run on a IBM-RISC System 6000
Power-Station 475. We tested our algorithm on two di5erent sets of instances, one of
FAP2 and the other of FAP1.
5.1. Instances of FAP2 (with cumulative interference)
These instances arise from real-life problems of mobile cellular systems, and were
provided by CSELT, a research laboratory operating with the main Italian mobile
radio system operator. All transmitters (cells) have multiple demands ranging from 2
to 4. The original threshold value D is set to 0.125687: this corresponds to a 9 dB
signal=noise ratio, which is considered a satisfactory quality level for the signal. For
this application, the net -lter discriminator NFD1=63:1, while NFDr=∞ for all r ¿ 1.
The test set is subdivided into six clusters, denoted by names aa, bb, cc, dd, ee, 5;
each of the clusters corresponds to a di5erent geographical area. Within each cluster,
all the instances are induced subinstances of the largest one.
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Table 4
Instances with cumulative interference
Nodes Time Opt.
Name n
∑
wi BC MS BC MS BC MS
a11 139 328 275 328 817 4.19 Yes Yes
a12 160 375 268 375 736 5.52 No Yes
a13 181 425 318 425 970 7.22 No Yes
a14 200 470 347 471 1854 9.42 No Yes
b10 121 316 227 317 382 4.02 Yes Yes
b11 162 430 356 635 916 9.42 No Yes
b12 179 473 393 958 5100 11.66 No Yes
b13 203 536 449 557 3493 12.84 No Yes
c13 140 352 314 381 1221 4.98 Yes Yes
c14 161 396 400 624 3212 6.25 No Yes
c15 181 444 416 621 5995 9.35 No Yes
c16 200 486 424 812 3104 9.24 No Yes
d11 141 370 280 370 289 5.38 Yes Yes
d12 159 419 336 419 489 7.63 Yes Yes
d13 181 476 350 476 690 9.69 Yes Yes
d14 201 525 398 542 881 11.57 Yes Yes
e12 139 349 284 419 636 5.24 Yes Yes
e13 161 408 374 579 1368 6.83 Yes Yes
e14 179 457 395 542 1777 11.57 No Yes
e15 201 514 436 542 5919 11.57 No No
f10 141 314 314 337 650 3.27 Yes Yes
f11 161 357 266 561 504 4.81 No Yes
f12 182 404 366 701 1015 6.16 No Yes
f13 201 446 392 555 1528 8.46 No Yes
The value of the parameter " in Procedure Choose f is set to 0:5 in all experiments
and the maximum available time is equal to 3600 s.
We compare our results with those presented in [7]. The results are shown in Table
4, where BC denotes the branch-and-cut columns, while MS are the BBfreq columns,
and:
• name: is the name of the instance.
• n: the number of cells.
• ∑wi: the overall demand, corresponding in our model to the size of the transmitter
set.
• prob.: the number of nodes in the branching tree.
• time: the overall running time
• solved: =yes if a feasible solution has been found.
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Table 5
Improved signal=noise ratio
Name Size Nodes Time dB
a14 470 13 524 49.64 13
b13 536 165 080 682.12 12
c16 486 39 580 147.92 11
d14 525 21 080 95.73 15
The results reported in the columns (BC) are taken from [7] and all experiments were
run on a SUN ULTRA1 workstation with 160 MHz. All instances are available on
request (see [7]).
Observe that we have been able to solve the feasibility problem with 9 dB for all
instances solved by BC. In addition, we have been able to solve 13 more instances,
corresponding to the largest instances of test set aa, bb, cc, dd and instance e14.
Due to the e5ectiveness of branching rules (b3) and (b4), the number of subproblems
needed is, for each instance, comparable with BC. On the other hand, our combinatorial
approach implies a tremendous speed up. In fact, solutions are often found in ¡ 1=100
of the BC times. Running times are directly comparable since the computers used have
similar performances. We remark that we were not able to solve one instance in the
test set, speci-cally the largest instance of the set ee.
All instances but e14 and e15 were solved with no restricted backtracking. Instance
e15 is unsolved, while e14 was solved by restricted backtracking (with k = 2 and
a = 1000). By applying restricted backtracking, we were able to improve the initial
requirement of 9 dB of the signal=noise ratio for several instances. Computational results
for the largest instances of test sets aa, bb, cc, dd are shown in Table 5. In particular,
for instance d14, we were able to improve the quality up to 15 dB.
5.2. Instances of FAP1 (no cumulative interference)
We present computational results on two test sets, the set R and the set T , both aris-
ing in radio broadcasting. The two largest instances, R7 and T7, are real-life problems
corresponding to a major Italian network. The largest entries of matrix D are equal to
6 for R7 and 3 for T7. All other instances in the set R and in the set T are obtained
as induced subinstances from the largest one. We applied Procedure SolveFap to all
instances, with MAXTIME1 = 3600 s; MAXTIME2 = 36 s and INC = 10. The results
are shown in Tables 6 and 7, where the column:
• name: is the name of the instance.
• size: the number of transmitters.
• time: the overall running time
• prob.: the number of subproblems in the branching tree.
• feas: feasible or not.
• core: number of core searches
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Table 6
Results with No cumulative interference—R instances
Name Size Time Prob. Freq Feas Cores
R5 200 2.04 4140 17 No 2
R6 350 2.15 4140 17 No 2
R7 857 2.46 4140 17 No 2
R5 200 4.76 7120 18 Yes 4
R6 350 5.55 7272 18 Yes 4
R7 857 11.35 7806 18 Yes 4
R5 200 0.36 438 19 Yes 3
R6 350 40.85 15012 19 Yes 7
R7 857 5.23 1002 19 Yes 3
Table 7
Results with no cumulative interference—T instances
Name Size Time Prob. Freq Feas Cores
T2 30 0.05 34 15 Yes 0
T6 350 18.04 27 192 15 No 4
T7 857 23.82 27 085 15 No 4
T2 30 0.01 40 16 Yes 1
T6 350 26.19 33 262 16 Yes 6
T7 857 40.92 38 109 16 Yes 6
T2 40 0.1 30 17 Yes 1
T6 350 16.28 19 887 17 Yes 6
T7 857 8.09 3689 17 Yes 6
We solved the R-set with 3 di5erent bandwidths, corresponding to the frequency do-
mains {1; : : : ; 17}, {1; : : : ; 18}, {1; : : : ; 19}; analogously, we solved the T -set with the
3 di5erent domains {1; : : : ; 15}, {1; : : : ; 16}, {1; : : : ; 17}. Observe that infeasibility of
instance R7 with domain {1; : : : ; 17} and feasibility of R7 with domain {1; : : : ; 18}, im-
ply that 18 is the minimum number of (contiguous) frequencies to solve R7. Similarly,
we need at least 16 frequencies to solve T7.
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